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Foreword

Exploring ﬂuid-solid interfaces
with Stefan Sokołowski
This special issue of “Condensed Matter Physics” is a
collection of works prepared to mark the 65th birthday of
Prof. Stefan Sokołowski, our good friend, co-worker and
member of the Editorial Board of this journal. By presenting
this issue we would like to add our contribution towards the
celebration of his scientiﬁc achievements and valuable contributions to the science. The majority of the works in the
issue deal with the description of ﬂuid-solid interfaces by using modern statistical mechanics methods — the principal
line of Stefan’s research. However, some contributions from
the related areas authored by his close friends are included
as well.
Stefan Sokołowski was born on January 18, 1951 in a
small town of Bilgoraj in eastern Poland. He began his
academic training at Maria Curie-Skłodowska University
(UMCS) in Lublin in 1968, receiving M.Sc. in chemistry in
1973. During his master studies, Stefan began to explore
the adsorption phenomena of gases on solids in the well established scientiﬁc school of Prof. W. Rudzinski. Successful
supervision of W. Rudzinski, and close collaboration with
M. Jaroniec resulted in a series of original publications, see
e.g., [1, 2].
Being one of the most brilliant students, he was recruited
as an assistant in the Department of Theoretical Chemistry of UMCS, principally to cover laboratory and
classroom teaching. However, it seems that Stefan had more ambitious plans. He already learned various
theoretical and experimental methods, developed strong technical skills, and, moreover, learned how to
write scientiﬁc articles on his own. Bright and profound mind combined with hunger for knowledge,
with extraordinary ability to work hard in the background, pushed him to new horizons.
Thus, in 1974 he successfully passed the exams to enter the Ph.D. studies at the Institute of Physical
Chemistry of Polish Academy of Science under supervision of Prof. Jan Stecki, the prominent Polish expert
in statistical mechanics. After three years of hard work, in 1977, Sokołowski defended his Ph.D. thesis in
chemistry, focused, however, on the topic with a stronger “ﬂavour” of physics, namely the development
and application of virial expansions to nonuniform model ﬂuids [3–5]. Actually, the collaboration with
J. Stecki inspired Stefan to undertake even more ambitious projects. The following period of his work
at UMCS (1977–1983) allows him to establish himself at a new, higher rank position and implement the
obtained experiences into practice. He reached several important insights in different problems ranging
from pure theoretical results to several application. We have chosen to cite only a few works [6–12]. Those
at least partially describe Stefan’s intention to use a novel methodology like the second-order integral
equations rather than the commonly used ﬁrst-order ones, Monte Carlo simulations, extension of the
theory to non-spherical molecules and to multicomponent ﬂuids. The work [10] was the ﬁrst, published
together with A. Patrykiejew, his friend and scientiﬁc partner for many years to follow.
Taking the opportunity in search of new horizons, S. Sokołowski moved to Penn state university to
become a postdoctoral fellow of W.A. Steele (1983–1984). W. Steele at that time was already very well
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known for his contributions in the theory of adsorption (summarized in the monograph [13], review in
Surface Science [14] and many original contributions in the leading journals). Moreover, the lab of Steele
was full of young people and was remarkable for its creative atmosphere.
Stefan used his scientiﬁc freedom with profound responsibility looking for new methods in the theory
of adsorption. He involved the density functional approaches as natural extension of the previously used
integral equations as well as molecular dynamics simulations to explore a wider set of problems including
phase behavior of ﬂuids under the effect of external ﬁeld, see e.g., [15–17].
Having accumulated an enormous amount of work related to the theory of adsorption and several
applications made it easier for him to complete a formal last step up the academic ladder by producing
habilitation thesis (1987) devoted to the comparison of a description of thermodynamics of adsorption
by using two- and three-dimensional models. Having the UMCS professorship received, he still needed
to await until 1997 when he was awarded the highest academic grade in Poland — the title of all-state
professor in Chemistry.
In 1988 after tough selection, Sokołowski got Alexander von Humbolt Fellowship at the Institut für
Thermo- und Fluiddynamic of Ruhr Universität in Bohum, where he very successfully worked with Prof.
Johan Fischer. They extended several versions of density functional theory and Born-Green-Yvon integral
equations to the study of mixtures in pores [18–21] and carried out molecular dynamics simulations of
wetting transitions at the argon-carbon dioxide interface [22].
Many scientists at a certain period of their career attempt to change the area of research for different
reasons, particularly in desire to explore something fresh or unusual compared to their previous work.
Stefan made such an experiment being “seduced” by H.J. Herrmann and A.C. Gallas. To contribute into
the freshly launched project on transport of the granular materials, Sokołowski moved to Forschungszentrum Jülich and worked there as a visiting professor during 1990–1991. One of the outcomes of the project
was one of his highest cited works [23] on molecular dynamics simulation of granular media.
Scientiﬁc activities of many of us, including Stefan, were affected by unimaginable events in the 80s
and early in the 90s, the election of the Pope of Polish nationality, the fall of Berlin wall and the crash of
the communist regime in eastern Europe, preceded in Poland by martial law period, full of pain and sufferings. Stefan returned to Poland and worked at UMCS until early 1994. He arrived at Mexico City being
invited by Doug Henderson to spend a year as a visiting scientist at Universidad Autonoma Metropolitana. As recalled by O. Pizio, “One evening of February that year a robust bearded guy, whom I had
never seen before, entered the ﬂat I was renting”. This was Stefan Sokołowski. Two principal projects
were developed during that period. One of them dealt with the reformulation of the integral equations
theory of Wertheim for bulk associating ﬂuids to spatially inhomogeneous systems. This was a promising area that permitted to apply integral equations for the partial correlations functions, density functional approaches and computer simulations with the aim of describing the microscopic structure and
thermodynamic properties of the practically important class of liquids. Henderson guided his team, with
S. Sokołowski, O. Pizio and A. Trokhymchuk involved, inspired by his previous original developments [24]
and principally focused on the adsorption phenomena. These activities resulted in several publications,
see e.g., [25–27] for the results at the initial stage and [28] for summarizing insights. On the other hand,
being geographically very far away in Ukraine, M. Holovko and his colaborators were studying a similar
problem taking association as a principal point; they searched for analytical solutions, explored cooperative aspects of adsorption on peculiar solid surfaces and intended to include electrostatic interactions as
well, see e.g., [29–32] for the most interesting ﬁndings.
The second project that Stefan started to work on in Mexico with Henderson et al. was an electric
double layer (EDL). The principal focus there, was on the application of the density functional approach
to EDL (in the version proposed previously in [33]), evaluation of the accuracy of the theory with respect
to computer simulation data and searching for possible applications related to biology, see e.g., [34–38]
for some important results. In search of better tools to deal with Coulomb interactions between ions in
the restricted primitive model under geometric conﬁnement and under the effect of the electric ﬁeld,
S. Sokołowski et al. proposed to apply the energy route to the free energy combined with a particular
weighting procedure [39], in contrast to the commonly used compressibility route [33]. This appeared to
be the only scheme permitting to capture the liquid-vapor phase transition in ﬂuids of charged species
that still can be improved to satisfy the contact conditions for the charge at the interface [40]. On the other
hand, it appeared that for rather high temperatures, a more accurate procedure can be developed [41].
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This modiﬁcation was immediately analysed and used by Stefan. As a result, the oscillatory behavior
of electric capacitance on pore width was obtained [42] in a qualitative agreement with experimental
observations.
Despite numerous fellowship trips and other visits of different duration all over Europe and overseas
during several years, his heart and essence of scientiﬁc existence belongs to his Alma Mater — the Maria
Curie-Skłodowska University. Formally, since 1990s Stefan has been employed in the Department for the
Modelling of Physicochemical Processes that was initiated as a unit of the Faculty of Chemistry of UMCS
in 1996. There he teaches and realizes various scientiﬁc projects together with Małgorzata Borowko, Andrzej Patrykiejew, Wojciech Rżysko, Paweł Bryk, Katarzyna Bucior, Tomasz Staszewski. He supervised
several Ph.D. students, namely G. Chmiel, J. Reszko-Zygmund, P. Bryk, K. Bucior and advised numerous
colleagues from other institutions in their research. One of the recent projects of this powerful group
at UMCS has been concerned with the comprehensive description of the microscopic structure, thermodynamic and electric properties, phase behavior of ﬂuids conﬁned to pores with walls chemically
modiﬁed by brushes and pillars. To do that, extensive computer simulations and density functional approaches have been employed. Different patterns of the structural organization of modiﬁers at various
external conditions were put in correspondence to the trends of the behavior of measurable properties [43–47]. In this manner, the group intends to optimize the computer design of nanoporous systems
with desired properties and to search for novel materials with applications in chromatography. In certain aspects, similar ideas have been implemented by Sokołowski in the already developed very recent
projects. In particular, Sokołowski together with Jaroslav Ilnytskyi and Taras Patsahan (Institute for Condensed Matter Physics of the National Academy of Science of Ukraine) were exploring the formation of
structural patterns of mesoscopic objects within the framework of coarse-grained modelling under conﬁnement [48, 49] by using dissipative particle dynamics computer simulations. On the other hand, his
interest in the elucidation of the role of orientational degrees of freedom in various properties of the
homogeneous and inhomogeneous systems gave recent fruits in the density functional and computer
simulation studies of the behavior of Janus ﬂuids [50–52], and of nowadays fancy, patchy colloids [53].
One of important Stefan’s scientiﬁc collaborators is his wife, Zoﬁa Sokołowska, Professor at the Institute of Agrophysics of Polish Academy of Science, whose principal research line is physico-chemical
properties of soils. For many years they have investigated the adsorption on soils, see e.g., [54–56]. However, one of the valuable contributions was in developing a new approach to analyse the mass fractal
dimension of soils, this issue being of utmost importance for environmental science [57, 58].
Stefan has now published nearly 500 scientiﬁc articles, several chapters in books and reviews, see
e.g., [59–63]. His most comprehensive pedagogical contribution, written in the spirit of advanced textbook in statistical surface thermodynamics, has been just published [61]. Undoubtedly, research accomplishments by Stefan Sokołowski have been well recognized by the statistical mechanics community in
physics and chemistry. As a good testimony to the quality of the results, there are currently almost ﬁve
thousand citations of his contributions.
A dominating feature of Stefan is his profound desire to know more — he always wants to go to the
edge of knowledge and to take advantage in applying it in theory, computer simulation and experiment.
He is a very kind and attentive person, able to charm in science and everyday life. However, science is
not the one and only passion of his. His favorite activities bringing him to a nice mood is working in the
garden and cooking. His knowledge of growing and taking care of trees and ﬂowers is extraordinary. On
the other hand, kitchen is his favorite place, besides oﬃce and garden. As the acting editors of this issue,
we record our pleasure of working together with Stefan in the past (several curiosities were omitted
because they are out of scope of this issue), enjoy the present collaborations and look forward to realize
new, common projects in the future. We wish him much health, keeping bright mind and humor and
faith in future discoveries. Finally, it is our real pleasure to express our gratitude to the contributors of
this special issue for their interesting articles, as well as to reviewers and technical stuff of the editorial
board for their extraordinary efforts to make this project successful.
Malgorzata Borówko (Maria Curie-Skłodowska University, Lublin, Poland)
Jaroslav Ilnytskyi (Institute for Condensed Matter Physics of the
National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Lviv, Ukraine)
Orest Pizio (Institute of Chemistry, National Autonomous Unversity of Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico)
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